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2020 Honors Status: Summa Cum Laude 972020 Cumulative GPA:

Goal IV AverageExam AttitudeTardiesAbsencesGoal IIIExamGoal IIGoal ITeacherTCourse
94 100 100 EX 9897Y 11396Mrs. GreaneyUEN113

LITERATURE/SPEECH/COMPOSITION

11 099 96 99 EX 979596Ms. AbbottYUSP123H
SPANISH II (H)

10498 98 97 EX 979895Mr. ToppYUHS113
ANCIENT & NON-WESTERN WORLD

10295 96 97 EX 959593Mrs. McMillanYUMA233H
ALGEBRA II (H)

10398 96 94 EX 969993Dr. FazioYUBY123
BIOLOGY

14 100 100 EX 100  Ms. LucasYUAR142
INTRO TO PHOTOGRAPHY S2

0098    989899Mrs. HamwayYUHE131
HEALTH EDUCATION

00 0 0  330Ms. KeelerNUWP9IN
Gr. 9 Inside White Points

00 0 0  330Ms. KeelerNUWP9OUT
Gr. 9 Outside White Points

0 0       Mr. CainNUATMBSJ
MEN'S BASEBALL - JV

03  100  100  Mr. NovockNUATMICE
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - VARSITY

00    100100 Mr. DeVirgilioNUATMTN
MEN'S TENNIS - VARSITY

UCBCURR N Mr. Cappelletti        2 0
CURRENT EVENTS DISCUSSION CLUB

AVERAGE 97 98 98 9795

T = Course Type          Y = Academic Credit          N = Not for Academic Credit

EXPLANATION OF GRADES
(98-100) (50-59)FD+ (64)(74-76)C+B+ (86-88)A+

I INC(61-63)DC (68-73)(80-85)B(92-97)A
D- (60)(65-67)C-B- (77-79)(89-91)A-

ATTITUDE
1 = Excellent            2 = Satisfactory           3 = Needs Improvement           4 = Unsatisfactory
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LITERATURE/SPEECH/COMPOSITIONTeacher Comments: 

Goal IV was, unexpected, to say the least. Students would typically work in groups to research and diagnose Holden Caulfield of J.D.
Salinger's "Catcher in the Rye". The final product of their year is, typically, a 5-8 page research paper. Without the ability to easily
collaborate on research, students wrote one journal per week as we moved through the novel. Two of the six journals were creative in
nature, one journal asked students to diagnose Holden's mental condition, and the other three were analytical. Students incorporated
grammatical lessons into the journals, identifying various concepts within their own writing. Students also worked though unit 13 of
vocabulary, utilizing the publisher's website and games. Students will use the next level up in 10th grade and should continue to utilize the
free resources available to them. Grades in Goals III and IV are typically 1-3% points higher than first semester grades. This year, due to a
number of unusual circumstances, many students' grades are 5-8% higher than their semester one grades. While I recognize a lot of students
worked diligently and would have seen improvement regardless of the circumstances, I want to caution students that 10th grade will be an
adjustment. Students will likely not have access to open book tests and quizzes as they did in an online environment, the pacing of the
course will mirror the first half of 9th grade, and it will be assumed that the content we studied in the second half of 9th grade is understood
and ready to be put into practice (vocabulary, grammar, composition skills, etc.). 
Whether remote or in person, Clay is an outstanding student. He never fails to impress; I hope he challenges himself with an honors level
course next year. I have no doubt that, for Clay, it would be an "easy A"! Thank you for a wonderful year Clay! 

SPANISH II (H)Teacher Comments: 

In goal three we continued to learn more vocabulary to be used in everyday conversational situations.  In addition, students learned the
imperfect tense and compared it to the preterite tense.  Toward the end of March all honors students sat for the National Spanish Exam.
These results will be known the first week of May.  I must encourage all students to come prepared to class.  Each student should be
spending 20-30 minutes a day learning vocabulary and grammar rules.
Clay finished goal 4 with a 99 in Honors Spanish 2.  While on distance learning, the majority of the daily assignments were given
credit/no-credit grades for completion.  Because of the extenuating circumstances, I also awarded partial credit for late assignments.  Early
in the goal, students completed National Spanish Examination.  It is department policy to count this standardized test as a quiz grade.  On
this assessment Clay earned a 99.  This summer I am strongly encouraging students to review the preterite versus the imperfect, the
subjunctive in noun clauses and all of the other verbs tenses and conjugations we learned throughout the year so that they can hit the ground
running next year.  

ANCIENT & NON-WESTERN WORLDTeacher Comments: 

During the first couple weeks of Goal 4, our freshmen covered the Islamic Empires. We had a handful of homework assignments
throughout this unit, and then took a quiz on the material.  We spent the remainder of the goal working through a large research project.
The students chose their empire for the project through a list of 13 different empires that spanned the globe.  They were broken up into
groups of 2-4 with a common empire, and then individually every student took a piece of their empire and researched the
administration/government, military, economic system, or their technological & cultural advancements.  The large assessment for this
project was a detailed outline showing the findings of their work. Students also put together a group component, combining their work with
the other members of their group to present their civilization as a whole to the class.  Obviously this year was difficult with the move to
remote learning.  I hope to see everyone in the halls next year, and enjoy your summer.
Clay did outstanding work in Goal 4.  He was diligent in turning in all of his assignments.  He did very well on his outline for the project.
Clay has consistently been an outstanding student in my class throughout the year.  I appreciate his hard work and attention to detail.  I hope
Clay has a great summer, and I look forward to seeing him next year.
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ALGEBRA II (H)Teacher Comments: 

Goal 4 in Honors Algebra II, students learned about sequences and series, combinatorics, probability, and right triangle trigonometry.
Students analyzed real-life problems to determine if a permutation or combination or other counting principle is necessary to calculate the
number of arrangements in a scenario.  After introducing the 6 trigonometric ratios, we expanded the concept to acute special angles and
non-acute special angles.  Students constructed and solved real-life problems involving altitude, angle of elevation/depression, bearings of
ships or airplanes, and height of various objects.  There were two types of quizzes this goal; section content quizzes and trigonometric
function value quizzes.

Homework is graded on effort and completion as opposed to accuracy.  The lowest quiz of the goal was dropped.  Assessments, this goal,
included quizzes, tests, and projects.

There are Summer Homework packets for all Precalculus courses.  Please check the Summer Homework link on the DCDS website to
download the packet for your course.  It is due the first day of school in September.
Clay had a great goal 4 during remote learning.  We would have liked to finish the year in person, remote learning gave Clay an opportunity
to develop skills such as time management, self-motivated, discipline, and communication that are important for his future.  Clay was very
proactive during the remote learning.  He attended live class sessions regularly and participated often.  He did great work on the sequences,
series, & combinatorics project!  I enjoyed having Clay in class this year.  Have a great summer!

BIOLOGYTeacher Comments: 

In the second goal of Biology, we continued our focus on processes at a cellular level.  We discussed how cells obtain and use energy in
order to sustain life through processes such as photosynthesis, cellular respiration and fermentation.  We studied how cells reproduce
through mitosis.  We examined the structure and function of DNA, how it replicates, and its significance to life.  We concluded the goal
with an exploration of the mechanics of protein synthesis.
During the fourth goal we have completed a thorough examination of the Animal Kingdom.  As has been the case since the inception of this
online learning environment my goal has been to continue to maintain an educational practice that equates as closely as possible to the more
traditional learning experience, while still placing the emphasis on improving study approaches and the creation of learning habits that will
be carried far into the students' academic futures.  With the timing of our experience due to this corona virus induced online learning,
grades during goal three were inflated in comparison to the first two goals as I noted at the end of last goal.  During goal four, however,
with the resumption of challenging assessments, grades were most definitely earned.  The test and quiz this goal placed a premium on
in-depth study and true understanding rather than rote regurgitation.  Student created presentations on eight of the major animal phyla
rewarded scholarship and penalized superficiality of approach.  From the very beginning Clay showed the prowess of the more adept
students one encounters in this institution.  He is smart, but smarts is never enough.  To his great credit he built on his successes and worked
on placing a premium on improvement.  He questioned when the waters were murky and never showed signs that he was willing to rest on
his natural skill set.  

INTRO TO PHOTOGRAPHY S2Teacher Comments: 

Clayton has demonstrated strength in the area of digital photography. He has been enthusiastic and diligent about his work this goal.
Progress and growth has been displayed throughout his work. Clayton did an outstanding job composing his remote learning assignments. 
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